Association of University Programs
in Health Administration
“We’re trying to advance the field collectively
together, so we learn from each other, we
share data together, collaborate, commiserate.
... AUPHA does an unbelievable job of
connecting us.”
Peter Butler, MHSA
Professor and Chair / Department of Health
Systems Management / Rush University / Chicago

“You are in touch with what other schools are
doing and with what other programs are doing
so that as you innovate you can be in touch
with best practices to really think about what
is it that we need as a field in order to train
future healthcare administration leaders.”
David Jones, PhD

Professor / Department of Health Law,
Policy and Management / Boston University

“You have some of the best and brightest
faculty members in the field doing some of
the latest breaking research ”
Deborah J. Bowen, FACHE, CAE

President and CEO / American College
of Healthcare Executives / Chicago

C O N N E C T      S H A R E      P R O M O T E

Whether you want to connect with colleagues, share and access resources, or promote your program, AUPHA has what you need.
Here is just a sample of what you, your faculty, and your students receive with membership:
CONNECT
• AUPHA Network, with member-only access, connects
you quickly and easily to the people and resources you
need to help your program grow and thrive.
• AUPHA Directory of Programs searchable listing connects
everyone, from prospective students and faculty candidates,
to your program.
• AUPHA Annual Meeting, Graduate Program and
Practitioners Workshop, and Undergraduate Workshops
provide opportunties to meeet colleagues from across
the country and around the world.
• AUPHA’s Job Board Network attracts quality faculty to your
program with member-only discounts.

SHARE
• Journal of Health Administration Education provides research,
case studies, and essays by leading health administration
educators and professionals. AUPHA member faculty receive
free subscriptions.
• AUPHA Exchange keeps you up to date on important news
with posts from AUPHA staff, leadership, and membership.
• Faculty Forums and Communities provide access that brings
together faculty from diverse programs to discuss common
interests
• Virtual Libraries let you share and access resources such as
white papers, surveys, articles, data, and syllabi.

PROMOTE
• AUPHA Certification makes your undergraduate program
stand out to prospective students and their families who are
increasingly looking for AUPHA Certified Programs.
• Health Administration - A Career with a Calling   Health
Administration branding video funded by AUPHA. Free to
AUPHA members to use in recruitment and marketing efforts.
• Ensure your graduate program is on the radar of applicants
when you participate in HAMPCAS (Health Administration,
Management  Centralized Application Service), free to
AUPHA members.

Visit aupha.org/membership/explore
and view the “Why AUPHA Matters” video.

Follow AUPHA on
Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn

• AUPHA scholarship programs to help your students with
expenses.
• Upsilon Phi Delta chapters provide an opportunity for
you to recognize, reward, and encourage your best and
brightest students.
PLUS Discounts on textbooks through AUPHA’s publishing
partner, Health Administration Press (HAP), the leading
imprint for health management textbooks.
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